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   9th Annual Ichiyo Art Retreat & Workshop 
          With Elaine Jo, Executive Master 

                Calvin Center, Hampton, GA 

            November 4-6, 2014 

Mission Statement:   
The Ichiyo Ikebana conference is offered for the purpose of promoting interaction, friendship, 
and focus among Ichiyo Ikebana artists and their students who are or have studied with Elaine 
Jo. Held in a retreat setting, the conference will provide a three day intensive workshop to 
augment regular lessons of the Ichiyo-style of ikebana and to reinforce the motto of the 
school "The free style of flowers". 
 

PROGRAM:  

November 4, Tuesday 
12:00-12:45   Welcome Lunch 
1:00      Workshop 1: Dried or Bleached Material 
           Presented by Elaine Jo 
3:00            Workshop 2: One Kind of Material 
        Presented by Elaine Jo 
6:00-6:45 Dinner  
7:00     Special Program: 
     Presented by Hiroshi Jo assisted by Valerie Eccleston 
 

November 5, Wednesday  
8:00-8:45 Breakfast  
9:00     Workshop 3: Masters' Workshop coordinated by Elaine Jo 
          Followed by Participants’ exhibit in the dining room. 
12:00-12:45  Lunch 
1:00  Workshop 4: Hana-tsuitate 
        Presented by Valerie Eccleston & Elaine Jo 
3:00  Workshop 5: Ichiyo Creative Baskets 
        Presented by Elaine Jo 
5:00-6:00 Ichiyo Instructors Forum for active teachers only 
6:00-6:45 Dinner  
7:00  Fellowship hour in the lobby of the Conference lodge 
 

November 6, Thursday 
8:00-8:45 Breakfast 
9:00       Workshop 6: Let’s Go Green  
         Presented by Elizabeth Campbell 
11:00  Closing of the Exhibit, Group clean-up 
12:00-1:00 Sayonara Lunch 
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Introduction   to  the  retreat   
 

The workshops in this year's retreat will focus on    
Instructor Courses 1 (5th) and 2 (6th) of the  
Ichiyo curriculum.  The objectives of these courses 
can be summarized as follows: 
creating form: courses 1 - 4 
creating from the container: course 5; 
creating from the floral material: course 5; and 
creating from space: course 6. 

      Elaine Jo 

In the Primary Course, we observe the size and shape 
of the CONTAINER  to determine the length of 
materials to create good balance.  Then, as we gain 
more experience and expand our creative sense, we 
find that interesting and attractive containers can 
stimulate ideas and give more variety and interest to 
compositions. 
 

The subject of FLORAL MATERIAL is covered in 
several different ways as explained in the study  

  Elaine Jo      sheets.  The important point to remember is to look for 
the inherent qualities in each material and arrange ikebana to personally express and 
highlight those points. 
  

The Ichiyo School emphasizes the importance of the relationship between ikebana 
and the SPACE in which it is placed.  In Workshop 4, limitations of space provided by 

the hana-tsuitate is the theme rather than environmental 
placement.  The Primary 
Course is the basis for ikebana 
forms, and Instructor Courses 1 
and 2 provide the flavor for post 
graduate work which identifies 
Ichiyo.  Understanding the 
many possible applications of 
the principles of these two 
courses provides endless ideas 
for creative ikebana and 
personal interpretation.  The 
courses can be studied over 
and over again with something 

                                                new discovered each time.                    Mary Leslie 
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Workshop 1 - Dried or Bleached Material  

             Looking for beauty in something that was once living  
                         but is now removed from its life source. 
1:00 - 3:00 pm November 4, Tuesday        Presented by Elaine Jo 

 

Prior to Instructor Course 1, 
the approach to learning 
ikebana was from the 
perspective of using fresh 
plant material to create form 
and balance.  This course 
now changes direction with 
several lessons focusing on 
materials which were once 
fresh, but have changed 
through the course of time to 
become organically dried.   
 

Beginning with the study 
of driftwood, the lesson plans further include using 
naturally dried material and then dried material which 
has been chemically bleached.  All are combined with fresh flowers.  These 
subjects begin the transition from using only fresh material, to the use of dried 
material which does not need water.   
 

The next step leads to the creative use of inorganic or processed matter such as 
rocks, metals, plastic, paper, etc.  We have used inorganic or processed material 
many times in previous retreats, so this is not particularly new to us.  However, it 
is noteworthy that its use originates with Instructor Course 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   Please use dried or bleached material. 
          Arrangements by Elaine Jo 
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Workshop 2 - One Kind of the Floral Material 
3:00 - 4:30 pm  November 4, Tuesday                     Presented by Elaine Jo 

 

This workshop continues the study related 
to “creating from the floral material.”  
 

It is very important to choose floral material 
carefully when using only one kind of flower 
or branch in an arrangement, because 
attention is totally focused on the qualities 
of the flowers without the supportive beauty 
and balance of coordinated materials.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   Elaine Jo 
Some flowers such as calla lilies have the 
benefit of graceful, curving stems, adding 
further to their natural beauty.  Other 
flowers such as camellia, tulips, daffodils, 
iris and freesia are also good choices, 
because they have interesting shaped 
leaves which may emphasize contrasting 
lines, color, mass and density.   The same     Elaine Jo 

flower in different colors is also very effective.   
Strong and weak points are Important for variation. 
 

There are no limits to what can be used.  
Whether one single flower in a vase or 100 
flowers in a pot, arrangements with one 
kind of floral material can have great 
impact depending upon what qualities you 
want to express.   As a point of interest, 
there are 26 arrangements using just one 
material in Iemoto’s book “Creating 
Ikebana”, (about 1/4th of all arrangements 
in the book).  Many use carefully selected 
inorganic support material bringing 
interest to what at a glance seem to be 
simple designs.            Sue Wheeler 
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Special Evening Workshop - Building a Hana-tsuitate 
7:00 pm November 4, Tuesday 
        Presented by Hiroshi Jo and Valerie Eccleston 
 
 

 
 
Each person will construct their own table top 
hana-tsuitate (flower frame) using two wooden 
poles, two pieces of wood, and some screws.  
The completed measurement will be 26”x 23”.  
The frame is screwed together and can easily 
be dismantled for easy transport.  
 

 
 
 See Workshop 4 for a detailed  
 explanation of the hana-tsuitate 
 theme for this workshop. 
 
 
Note:  
 Hiroshi suggests that two people 

 work together to make sure that 
 the poles are lined up correctly. 
 
 
 
 

   Elaine Jo  
        Please bring Screw driver with plus style tip 
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Workshop 3:  Master’s Exhibit  -  75 years of Ichiyo Ikebana 

   An overview of traditional and contemporary signature styles 
9:00 -10:00 am  November 5, Wednesday                Coordinated by Elaine Jo 
 

Background:  Since the founding of the Ichiyo School there has 
been a historical consistency in the development of styles which 
use a point of interest as an integral part of an arrangement.  For 
example, many of Meikof Kasuya’s compositions featured open 
weave baskets, iron, driftwood, early hana-ajiro, paper, fabric, 
folk craft items (mingei-shi) and various structures. 

 

Akihiro Kasuya has continued these 
early traditions, often upgrading 
them to reflect a more 
contemporary mood.  He has added 
a few of his own personal 
preferences with a strong emphasis 
on bamboo, creative balance, hana-
ajiro, and various ikebana 
structures.  Recent trends have 
included grids, plexiglass, and a 

more open style of woven basket called "ka oun" 
(flower cloud).  Among all of these traditions, his love of 

bamboo and its various applications has become an important 
personal signature specialty. 
 

Each Master will present an exhibit arrangement using a 
traditional or contemporary Ichiyo “signature” style, and speak briefly about the history of the 
piece and why the “point of interest” gives the arrangement added dimension. 

Black Iron Container  Bianca Lee 

Crater Container Set Terri Todd 

Creative Balance  Yuko Hancock 

Creative Basket   Patti Quinn Hill 

Geometric Shapes  Marilyn Hoskins 

Grids     Elizabeth Campbell 

Hana-ajiro    Valerie Eccleston 

Hana-byobu    Janet Knowlton 

Hanakazari     Jeanne Houlton 

Mingei Basket   Donna Scott 

Plexiglass    Diane Saye 

Washi     Pia Nilsson 

Water     Dee Boren          Arrangements by Iemoto, Akihiro Kasuya 
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Members’ Exhibit – in the Dining Room 
10:00 -11:30 am  November 5, Wednesday 
 

This year’s exhibit will be free style arrangements 
reflecting either a personal or Ichiyo signature 
style.  Ichiyo Master Seiho Shimomura was the 
inspiration for this workshop.  She and I frequently 
were at the Ichiyo School at the same time for 
lessons with Iemoto, and I remember her vividly 
because her arrangements were always with 
aspidistra leaves.  She practiced them in a different 
way every time and I left wondering, what’s her 
point?  It has taken me a long time, but now I 
understand that by learning the secrets of the plant 
intimately she was developing a personal style 
filled with a thorough knowledge of aspidistra,    Seiho Shimomura 
and arranging them beyond the skill of others. 
 

We saw in the Masters’ exhibit that there are many Ichiyo 
School signatures spanning years of evolution.  As Ichiyo 
students, we can follow this example and develop not only 
our overall preferred style, but identify and master a selected 
subject within that style and work with it to advance in skill 

with full awareness and 
knowledge.  Finding a personal 
ikebana style distinguishes our 
work from others and reflects 
individual personality within the 
context of our culture.  The 
process can be very stimulating.  

(The story goes that Iemoto 
Meikof Kasuya got the idea of breaking   Patti Quinn Hill  

a centuries-old taboo of crossing lines 

and spent 48 hours without sleep to make it happen.  Akihiro Kasuya 
spent days, weeks, and months working in his studio to master 

balance and create Ichiyo style no kenzan compositions.) 
 

Artists do not usually stop at one particular signature style but 
move on to constantly reinvent and transform skills into 
something new.  This is clearly seen in the way Iemoto has built 
on his original and continuing love of bamboo by constantly 
finding new ways of speaking through it as it speaks to him. 
    

Suspended Waterfall     I believe he would be the first to tell you   
          Bianca Lee           that the journey never ends.  
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Workshop 4 - Hana-tsuitate  

1:00 - 3:00 pm  November 5, Wednesday  
        Presented by Valerie Eccleston and Elaine Jo 
 

Definition:  the hana-tsuitate is a frame for front 
facing compositions limited in space.  The space 
emphasizes the flower material of the composition 
and the form.   When the material extends out of 
the frame, it appears even larger and more 
vigorous.  The tsuitate may be square, rectangular 
or round.     The structure is always singular with 
one surface and stands by itself.  If there are two 
together it becomes a hana-byobu. 
 
 
 
 

   hana-tsuitate        Elaine Jo 
 

Ichiyo members in the U.S. first became 
familiar with the hana-tsuitate at a 2008 
workshop with Iemoto in Pittsburgh where the 
work study sheet explained three different 
ways in which it can be used.   
 

First, is a structure or frame emphasizing 
limited space in front facing compositions 
designed to be put on a wall such as a relief or 
hanging scroll.  The concept is similar to the 
Flat Form in our Ichiyo study lesson plans 
(Research Course).   

    Iemoto Akihiro Kasuya 
 

A second interpretation is characterized 
as a composition being put on a table or 
chest in front of a wall, to be viewed only 
from the front as you would view an 
arrangement in a tokonoma.    
 

A third view is a composition arranged to 
be viewed from both sides and used to 
divide a space. 
 
 

 hana-byobu    Elaine Jo 
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Workshop 5 - Ichiyo Creative Baskets (not as a container) 
3:00 - 4:30 pm  November 5, Wednesday          Presented by Elaine Jo 

 

Meikof Kasuya was a Mingei-
shi sort of man who liked to 
arrange in baskets normally 
used in Japanese daily life 
for purposes other than 
ikebana.   Some were for 
gathering rice, others were 
used by fishermen to carry 
the fish catch of the day.   He 
also liked crafty baskets with 
large openings which he 
sometimes placed on their 
side or upside down with 
branches inserted through 

  Donna Scott   the openings.        Elaine Jo 

     (See the cover of the Advanced Ikebana textbook.) 
Traditional ikebana baskets are also appropriate for arrangements, but the 
preferred baskets are the contemporary “creative baskets”.  This “new style” or 
“creative” basket designed by the headmaster began 
appearing in Ichiyo exhibits and demonstrations in 
the 1980’s. 
 

They continue to be in vogue and have passed the 
test of time.  They are not a container to hold the floral 
material but instead are an accent piece and a 
companion material.  More recently, we are seeing 
baskets used with even larger openings.  These 
baskets look very Ichiyo because the open weave 
draws our attention to space - a very important 
element in Ichiyo compositions.  Called "cloud" in 
English, ("ka oun" in Japanese), they are oval in 
shape and when seen suspended in space the name 
seems appropriate. 
 

You can make one yourself using bamboo strips or  
a vine such as grape or honeysuckle, or even curly 
willow. If you do not have or cannot make or bring 
such a basket there will be some available on loan. 
Please bring an open weave basket.         Elaine Jo 
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Workshop 6 - Let’s go Green  
9:00 -10:30 am  November 6, Thursday     Presented by Elizabeth Campbell 
 

FOCUS ON GREEN: 
The final workshop will be conducted in silence.  I 
hope that this will help everyone to put aside their 
thoughts about their journey home, and reflect on 
what we have accomplished, professionally and 

personally, in the preceding few days. 
 

We will study the color green.  To begin, 
take a deep cleansing breath and consider 
green of itself.  Next, we will focus on the interaction 
of green with other colors, and spend a few minutes 
thinking about how these combinations affect us in 
our lives and work.  I will find a few shades of green 
in line material, make similar arrangements with it, 
and compare different color flowers with each shade 
to examine the impact that the resulting arrangement 
will have.  I will also have available a color 
representation for contemplating the relationship of 
green with other colors.   
 
 

You may choose the way you want to approach your 
arrangement, or study.  For example, shades of green, 
green in nature, green in contrast, green in texture, 
green in balance with other colors.  I encourage you 
to think about the things that you have learned at the 
retreat and incorporate them into this final lesson. 
 
 

 

Facts about the color green: 
It is the official color of the Ichiyo School  
It is the longest color on the spectrum 
It is the color of balance, harmony and growth 
In medieval times, it was the color of wedding dresses 
It is the favorite color of the most people 
It is the most restful of colors 
It symbolizes self-respect and well being. 
 

Pertinent websites: 
  www.sensationalcolor.com 
www.ibtimes.com/breaking     Arrangements by Libby Campbell 

http://www.sensationalcolor.com/
http://www.ibtimes.com/breaking

